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ABSTRACT*: The Social Economy Sector is a new comer in
Japanese society. Based on two experiments and theories derived
from the European concept of social economy and the American
concept of the non pro¢t organization, the Japanese way of
integration of a social economy sector is developing under the
name of the Non Pro¢t and Co-operative Sector. The change of
social policy and public policy under the in£uence of the new
liberalism has urged a change in traditional relations between
public sector and private sectors and created the new role of a
social economy sector. Even though there is no clear image of the
sector, both the ¢nancial need of public authorities and the social
needs of citizen users especially in social security andmedical care
has made the social economy sector an alternative for realizing
better service supply.

1 Introduction

This paper will consider the role of Social Economy in Japan and
the possibility of future development. In the term of Social Economy
which is mainly used in Europe, and originated from France as
‘e¤ conomie sociale’, we will include cooperatives, mutual insurance
organizations, credit banks, some non pro¢t organizations (NPOs) and
some business type organizations. In general, the so-called third
sector in Japan means some mixed entities sponsored by a government
(the public sector) and private companies (the private sector) and the
term of NPO is more popular than social economy in Japan. Although,
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the need to make a new de¢nition for the sector which belongs neither
to the public sector nor to the private pro¢t sector is realized gradually
for those who seek an alternative scheme of social and economic
movements.

The argument of a social economic sector concept is still not
popular between scholars and cooperators in Japan. However,
necessities of emergence of a social economy sector in Japan matured.
It is sure that Japan, after the SecondWorldWar, did not adopt a policy
like the social market economy applied in Germany. However the
remarkable economic development after the war invented a mythology
for the Japanese management model. Lifetime employment, long
experience ranking order and company labour unions have supported
Japanese management and maintained the low unemployment rate,
extremely low compared with Europe and North America. Some
ideologues have introduced the employee participation model in
Japanese big enterprise as a good model of worker participation. But,
it is not an economic democracy-like system and is outdated.

Cooperation between public sector and private sector for public
business has been called ‘third sector’ in Japan. This Japanese type of
mixed economy has also faced the same di⁄culties as many developed
countries. They are called ‘government failures’ and ‘market failures’.
Moreover we can see some critical situations in some cooperatives in
the market, such as consumers cooperatives, agricultural cooperatives
and cooperative banks. Bankruptcy and break up, organic reorganiza-
tions are shaking their identity with respect to cooperative values. It
seems that cooperatives cannot answer su⁄ciently the needs of citizens.

On the other hand, citizens concerns are focusing on complete-
ness of a social service, on stabilization of employment, human rights
of a child, social education, environment preservation, community
development, and elderly care, namely, realization of a sustainable
welfare society.

However a clear agreement about a combination of economic
sectors in order to answer such a task still doesn’t appear in Japan. It
is sure that the social economy sector is a potential sector to coexist
with or to replace the ¢rst sector (the public sector in Japanese
de¢nition) and the second sector (the private sector), but regrettably,
it is not well known in Japan. At present, major mainstream analysts
bracket a pro¢t-seeking private economy with a public economy for
the new demands of the market and assume a diagram in which they
complement with citizen activities from America type NPOs for that.
However, as unemployment increases, NPOs become gradually a tool
for supporting job creating activities.
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2 De¢nition and concept of the social economy inJapan

Even though it is not distinctly recognized as a third sector, the
non pro¢t sector is being recognized as a complementary tool when
both private sector and public sector cannot a¡ord the needs of
citizens. At present, in Japanese governmental statistics, there is no
clear industry concept about a non pro¢t business entity. According to
governmental statistics (SNA, System of National Account), ‘industry’
is classi¢ed essentially as for pro¢t activity. So, we must tentatively
de¢ne the concept of Japan’s social economy on the basis of important
writings.

Nishikawa (1994) gave a positive role to cooperatives in the social
business sector and saw the possibility of formation of a Social Sector in
Japan including other sectors of neighbourhood organization, voluntary
activity, non-governmental organization (NGO) andNPO for prevailing
community development, ecology protection and social movement as a
tool to resolve social problems.

Nohara (1998) classi¢ed Japanese’ social economy sector in three
categories;

A. Institutionalized Social Economy: cooperatives, labour unions,
public interest bodies, general interest bodies, etc.

B. Community Social Economy: informal associations such as
neighbourhood organizations, child clubs, senior clubs, etc.

C. Civic Social Economy: citizen movement for antipollution,
feminism, human rights, etc. consumer organizations, NPOs, NGOs
and social welfare organizations.

On the other hand,Tomisawa (1999) sums up the principles of the
social economy entities in four issues: open doors, independence,
democracy, not for pro¢t. He agrees that cooperatives, mutuals and
associations (NPOs) are the main elements of the social economy and
suggests that small family business and small business which respect
these four principles may be included in the elements of the social
economy (third) sector in Japan.

Fujita(1993) classi¢ed NPOs, as follows;

1. Social NPOs:

A. cooperative type organizations: cooperatives, labour unions,
consumers’associations, ecology protection organizations.

B. welfare type organizations: medical care institutions, social
welfare organizations.
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2. Habitants and/or same interest association type: neighbourhood
organizations, sports clubs, culture clubs, elderly persons’clubs, etc.

According to a report from the Agency of Economic Planning,
‘Private non pro¢t activity organization’ is de¢ned as an organization
which has four elements, namely non pro¢t, creation of economic
values, non governmental and voluntary.The report enumerates public
interest legal body, foundation, school legal body, social welfare legal
body, religious organization, labour union, business association,
political body/organization, medical incitation, neighbourhood organ-
ization and civic NPO as the organizations. This report also does not
include cooperatives and mutual organizations in this de¢nition,
depending on the classi¢cation made by Salamon and others (1996).
According to this report, the scale of the added value of these
organizations reached 15 trillion yen (3.1% of GDP) in 1995. So, if we
add the economic value of cooperatives and mutual organizations, the
total value of the Japanese social economy can be estimated.

In this paper, we de¢ne the Japanese social economy as charac-
terized by ¢ve elements, that is, not for pro¢t, creation of economic
value, independence, open door and democracy. So, we can list the
components of the social economy as follows:

A. Cooperative organization type:

A-1: Business type: cooperatives, mutuals, associations, business
unions, employers’ associations, workers’ self government enter-
prises,

A-2: Non business type: labour unions, consumers’ associations,
medical care institutions, welfare organizations,

B. NPO type:

B-1: Business type: public interest legal bodies, school legal
bodies, medical legal bodies, welfare legal bodies

B-2: Non business type: NPOs, NGOs, clubs, political organiza-
tions, etc.

We can estimate the scale of the social economy sector in the
labour market on the basis of o⁄cial ¢gure of ‘statistics of business
establishments’ by the Management and Coordination Agency, as
follows:

This number of 4,722,000 persons can be con¢rmed by another
statistics as follow:

In Japan, we use several denominations for the third sector; for
example, non pro¢t cooperation sector, NPO sector, voluntary sector,
citizen sector and social economy sector.The character of the Japanese
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third sector has been stressed in relation with the aspect of medical
care and social services for the elderly and community developments
with the neighbourhood activities in the form of NGOs, NPOs and
voluntary organizations.

The initiatives of social solidarity, labour/social insertion of the
socially disabled people, job creation through social cooperatives and
social enterprises are not yet recognized enough. On the other hand,
the understanding of the role of voluntary organizations, NPOs and
NGOs is shifting from the point of charitable and altruism with
individual motivation of self realization to the view of community
development in order to meet social needs of citizens in the context of
a sustainable and aging society. At this moment, the primaryconcern is
future pension problems, elderly care services, and stable employment,
namely to build a good welfare society. As in European countries, the
concept of the social economy sector is not certain because of the
immature basic conditions such as lack of the speci¢c legislation,
social and public policies and academic agreement on the de¢nition.
But the fact that there exists a certain third sector, belonging neither
to public sector nor to private sector, which can promote citizen
movement and social services, is being recognized by the public as a
reality.

3 The actual situation of the social economy inJapan

3.1 Cooperatives

3.1.1 Consumer cooperatives

Japanese consumer cooperatives (called ‘Sekyo’ in Japanese, that
is ‘living in cooperation’) have reached the total sale of 3200 billion yen
andmore than18millionmembersby the endofMay1995.The categoryof
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Table 1 – Composition of active
population (1991) (in 1000 persons)

Total 60,018 100%

Private profit sector 50,957 84.9%

Non profit sector 4,056 6.8%

Public sector 5,005 8.3%

Source: Tomizawa, Kawaguchi, Ishizuka et al.,

‘Theory of and reality of the Non Profit and Co-

operative Sector’,1998 (Japanese version only).
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Table 2 – Ten group categories in Japan in Johns Hopkins Study

Number

Turnover

(in million yens) Members

1. Culture 1,688 202,124 16,109

2. Education and Research 12,488 5,412,975 444,930

3. Health 15,016 3,796,106 534,412

4. Social services 20,885 2,466,793 279,625

5. Environment 128 30,909 2,616

6. Development 47 35,438 4,418

7. Civic and Advocacy 3,514 508,313 11,773

8. Philanthropy 661 152,533 1,946

9. International 718 66,651 4,591

10. Business and Professional Union 19571 2,592,447 90,416

11. Others 11352 1,037,224 49,299

Total 86,067 16,301,513 1,440,135

Source: Salamon and Anheier (eds),1994,The Emerging Sector, Johns Hopkins University, (Japanese

version,1996).

Table 3 – The number of persons engaged in the Japanese social economy
sector (1999)

Industry groups No. of establishments Persons engaged

85. Cooperatives 29,166 377,761

88. Medical industry 204,402 2,514,825

89. Health^Sanitary 1,053 27,407

90. Social welfare 35,283 674,804

91. Education (school, etc.) 25,283 725,724

92. Academic Institute 2,889 186,121

94. Political, economic, culture bodies, NPO 37,138 215,845

Total 306,048 4,722,487

Source: The Management and Coordination Agency (2001)

Table 4 – Persons Engaged by Industry
in Japan (1999)

Number of employees in Private Sector: 53,806,580

Establishment No. of employees

Self employed 8,827,604

For profit company 40,039,348

Nonprofit company 4,761,250

Other entity 178,378

Source: The Management and Coordination Agency

(2001)
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theconsumercooperativesincludesvarioustypes:purchasecooperatives,
service cooperatives, mutual cooperatives, medical cooperatives, social
welfare cooperatives, housing cooperatives and cultural cooperatives.

Purchasing consumer cooperatives can be categorized as mainly
of two types: regional ones based on place of residence and professional
onesbasedonpeoplewhowork in the same organizations suchas schools
and companies. University student cooperatives managed by students
also have various objectives. This type of consumer cooperative must
be unique in the world.

Medical cooperatives were organized by the consumer coopera-
tives or agricultural cooperatives after the end of the Second World
War based on new legislation for each type of cooperative. There is no
special legislation for medical cooperatives.They are de¢ned as one of
the services of consumer cooperatives or agricultural cooperatives.
Before the war, under the industrial cooperative system which had
a characteristic of state control general agricultural cooperatives
excluded production from their concerns but some clinics were
organized. A few urban clinics for the poor (so-called settlement
movement) were also organized by consumer cooperatives led mainly
by trade unions or university student groups as a social movement.
Now, Japanese medical cooperatives have developed both in urban and
local districts. They are controlled by patient members when they are
consumer cooperatives from a legal point of view.The fact that patient
members have sovereignty in hospital management is a peculiar one in
comparisonwith the other medical cooperatives in the worldwhich are
controlled by the doctors and medical workers.

Moreover,we canaddanotherbigmedical institution in this sector.
Min-Iren (Japanese Federation of Democratic Medical Institutions)
was established in 1953 by medical workers under the in£uence of the
Japanese Communist Party. In the year 2000, Min-Iren has 1449
medical centres (155 hospitals, 538 clinics, 756 care centres) with
48,000 medical workers (including 3,000 doctors). They have organized
more than three million user members in the cooperation units. Min-
Iren is composed of about ¢fty regional federations which a⁄liate
medical cooperatives and/or medical legal bodies. The programme of
Min-Iren claims its concern for social change, democratic transition
of society, politics, peace movement, good living and welfare of the
working class. Min-Iren has discussed their new way for several years
and has decided in the general assembly in the year of 2000 to identify
their organizational character as a nonpro¢t cooperative organization.

The development of Japanese consumer cooperatives can be
explained in three evolution stages: the 1970s, the 1980s and the 1990s.
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The ¢rst evolution stage of the consumer cooperative movement
in the 1970s was characterized by the protection of consumer rights.
Symbolized by the slogan of ‘safety and safe’, backed by the dense
concentration of population in the urban cities and consumer’problems
such as toxic foods and goods, pollution by synthetic detergents and a
series of explosions of colour television sets. In the 70s, consumer
cooperatives invented their unique membership structure, a small
group system called ‘Han’ which guarantees the rights of participation
to information and to a role in governing the organization.

The ‘Han’members purchased goods and organized a district con-
sumers’committee andvarious committeeswhich control management.
In this period, consumer cooperatives established their management
principle ‘capital investment, utilization of services and participation
in decision making by all members’.

The second evolution stage occurred in the ¢rst half of the 80s.
This period was characterized by a saturation of ‘Han’ activities with
the direct joint purchase by the small groups. This stagnation was
caused by the change of the lifestyle of the population. Women, the
majority of consumer members had begun to enter the labour market
and to enlarge their demand for material and recreational needs. So,
consumer cooperatives had to keep up with the new demands of the
female members by making policies apply to the changing social and
community structures. In the second half of the 1980s, in parallel
some new cooperatives were born in the ¢eld of worker cooperatives in
the area of social services and culture on the initiative of women with
high educational backgrounds and who were active members of
consumers’cooperatives.

We can sum up the characteristic of the development of Japanese
consumer cooperatives as follows.

First, consumer cooperatives have promoted two parallel wheels
of organization and management based on the need of ‘safety and safe’
since the 1960s. Second, based on female members who are responsible
for domestic lifestyles, consumer cooperatives have adapted participa-
tion systems and adequate management methods in organizational
and operational policies.Third, they have established joint purchasing
systems among members under the‘Han’system (small groups). Fourth,
they have developed a principle of ‘invest, utilize, participate’ for the
members of the organization. Fifth, they have kept independence from
government and other organizations both in the ¢nancial and organiza-
tional areas. Sixth, they have developed professional skills in business
and management in order to catch up new technologies and renovation
of the distribution and retail industry. Seventh, the top leaders in the
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cooperatives have endeavoured to keep proud the dream of the
cooperative movement, even though their pay is signi¢cantly less than
their colleagues in private companies. These seven factors were the
essence of the development of the consumer cooperatives in Japan.

At the third evolution stage, namely at present, consumer
cooperatives face the changes of society caused by the decline of the
welfare state and of the Japanese management system.They must seek
a new role for their members.We have seen developments centring on
goods development, peace movement, social welfare activities, cultural
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Table 5 – A statistical overview of the cooperatives (1993)

Type

Numbers

(,000)

Members

(,000)

Employees

(,000)

Sales (yen)

(100 million)

Agriculture 6994 ^ ^

general 3074 8736 3002 deposit

1050226

dairy 1908 ^ ^

horticulture 513 ^ ^

others 1500

federation 583 ^ 51,6

Consumers 649 17287 104,1

regional retail 194 11786 71,5 25877

sectional retail 131 1252 3,7 2012

university 128 1028 2,7 1847

school 46 729 7,0 735

mutual/housing 10 783 1,1 94

medical care 115 1707 17,5 2083

Workers mutuals 59 12820 3,6 14278

Workers co-ops 82 5,9 109

Workers

collectives

250 3,7 ^ 37

Fishery

fishery 3150 528,8 18,5 16724

industry 165 5,9 0,8 804

Forest

forest 1596 1739 47,0 3054

production 3464 295 ^ 30

Business 48026 4885 398,6 ^ deposit

Credit bank 428 7958,6 158,9 904183

Credit union 383 3923,9 44,1 237232

Workers bank 47 238,2 11,3 85481

Total 66056 58426,3 1114,6 ^

Source: Tomizawa, Kawaguchi, Ishizuka et al.,1997 ‘Theory of and reality of the

Non Profit and Co-operative Sector’.
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and educational activities, and cooperation with other social entities.
Consumer cooperatives should provide for members a place in which
members may realize their goals and take responsibility for a social
instrument having democratic and independent characteristics in the
local community, if they wish to maintain the values of a cooperative in
the future.

3.1.2 Agricultural cooperatives in the local community

Japanese agricultural cooperatives organize almost all farmers.
They are the biggest of all the cooperatives in Japan and also are the
largest agricultural cooperatives in the world.

Even though, each cooperative unit is of a small scale, their
federations are organizations of enormous scale. They had more than
8.6 million members and about 6.4 trillion yen in total sales, 53 trillion
yen in total deposits of their credit facilities and 298 trillionyen in their
mutual insurance departments as of 1995. The general agricultural
cooperatives alone employ more than 300,000.

The total number of multipurpose agricultural cooperatives is
now 2,252 nationwide. This ¢gure is gradually decreasing with
mergers and integrations down from 13,000 units in 1950.

The activity of agricultural cooperatives in Japan covers all ¢elds
of business concerning farmer’s lives (excepting production functions),
marketing and purchasing, credit banking, insurance, consulting for
agricultural production and even funeral services.

The agricultural cooperatives are organized into a very
complicated federal organization with ¢ve national sub-federations
each with some separate business functions: the National Central
Federation of Agricultural Cooperatives (Zenchu) which takes on
administrative and political function, the National Federation of
Agricultural Cooperatives (Zen Noh) on marketing and purchasing,
the National Credit Federations (Shinren) on credit services, the
National Mutual Insurance Federations (Kyosairen) on insurance
services, the National Welfare Federations (Koseiren) on welfare
services and the National Newspaper and Information Association
(Ienohikari). Under each national federation, prefectural federations
are organized. Shikin Bank is added as a copartner in the credit
service function, based on its proper legislation, combining with
¢shery cooperatives and forestry cooperatives.

Traditionally, agricultural cooperatives in Japan have three
external controls which limit their autonomy.They have a conservative
character dominated by the budget of the government; they are
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controlled by agricultural bureaucrats and subsidiaries; and they are
controlled vertically by the federations.

The circumstances surrounding Japanese agricultural coop-
eratives become critical both in regard to the national aspects and
international aspects. From the viewpoint of national production there
has been a sagging of self-su⁄ciency in food, a shortage of successors
for aging farmers, and pressures from theWorld Trade Organization for
the liberalization of food imports intoJapan.These problems are forcing
agricultural cooperatives to do radical structural reorganizations.

The National Federation Zenchu decided in 1991 on a structural
reorganization centring on the merger of local units and the
integration of functions at the prefectural levels. This was in order to
enforce management and decision-making processes to cope with
deregulation policy and liberalization of the ¢nance and insurance
services in the market.

In particular, Zenchu plans to merge the number of cooperatives
from about 2,500 to only 549 to bene¢t from scale economies and to
overhaul credit functions which were damaged profoundly by the
liquidation of mortgage ¢rms in the collapse of 1995. This scandal
added 5.5 trillion yen debt to their credit departments. Japanese
agricultural cooperatives are now facing the crisis of disappearing or
becoming di¡erent entities, such as stock companies without the
nature of cooperatives. So, to re-establish the perspective and the role
of a cooperative, agricultural cooperatives must rediscover themselves
as subjective organizations which are responsible for the life of the rural
community as a sustainable society enlarging agricultural production
and developing transactions with urban populations and ‘green’
tourism business. They also need to develop association with other
di¡erent types of cooperatives. Recent modi¢cations to legislation on
agricultural cooperatives is intended to open the way for transforma-
tion toward becoming stock companies.

3.1.3 Forestry cooperatives

The number of forestry cooperatives in Japan was 1,642 and these
had 1,750 thousand members in 1991. About 90 per cent of the members
are simultaneously members of agricultural cooperatives. The total
area which members own adds up to 1.16 million hectare, that is 81 per
cent of the all private forests. However half of the forest owners do not
a⁄liate in forestry cooperatives because they have abandoned forestry
business or are living in urban areas.
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Forestry cooperative business involves production and sale of
timbers, purchase of young plants, fostering and maintaining of forests
and credit services. In these businesses, cutting surplus trees and
branches is the most important work. However, in recent years the
number of forest workers decreased from 55,000 employees in 1986 to
42,000 in 1990 and 40 per cent of them are aged over 60 years or over.

Timber imports from abroad are the main obstacle to the
development of national forestry industry. In order to survive the
forestry industry needs to establish third sector entities composed
from three areas; local government, agricultural cooperatives and
forestry cooperatives. To make a forest worker cooperative is another
new alternative in this case. Fisheries cooperatives recently have devel-
oped a tree planting movement to protect the forestry resources which
guarantee the environment of fresh water ¢shes.

3.1.4 Fisheries cooperatives

Japan’s ¢sheries cooperatives also have the characteristics of a
multipurpose cooperative. There are three distinct types of business
among them; (1) production and credit service, (2) ¢shery processors,
(3) mutual insurance.

The number of ¢sheries cooperatives was 3,169 in 1993 in com-
parison with 4,366 in 1985. 2,040 of them are engaged in in-shore
¢shery. They are also engaged in credit, purchase and the distribution
business.

Fisheries cooperatives including in-shore, o¡-shore and far-shore
¢sheries are now confronting problems such as decreasing number, the
aging of members, and the decreasing of ¢sh resources. They also face
sanctions by several international ¢shery regulations and treaties.

The strategy of ¢sheries cooperatives is intended to reconstruct
the structure of the industry by applying a sustainable resources policy
under a slogan of ‘foster ¢shery’ and ‘planned ¢shery’ in association
with other cooperative sectors.

3.1.5 Workers’ cooperatives

At this moment, there is no proper legislation for workers’
cooperatives in Japan. We can de¢ne workers’ cooperatives into ¢ve
categories: (1) the organizations under the umbrella of the Japan
Workers’ Cooperative Union (JWCU); (2) Workers’collectives; (3) Civic
business organizations; (4) Employees’ autonomous companies led by
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trade unions; (5) Traditional business entities under agricultural,
¢shery, forestry and small and medium business cooperatives.

Among these ¢ve categories, the ¢rst and second types are
operating with a consciousness of the special meaning of a ‘workers’
cooperative’. A few of the other independent groups are a⁄liated with
the JWCU, such as agricultural entities, a high school cooperative, a
shoemaking collective, a bakery, a theatrical company and so on.

The JWCU originally started as an elderly workers entity in 1979.
It was shaped by the daily workers trade union when they confronted
the end of the governmental subsidiary policy for daily workers, who
lost rights to receive bene¢ts and privileges for employment by local
governments they had held since the 1950s.

The JWCU had organized about 6,000 workers members and 13.1
billion yen by 1994.The JWCU is based mainly on service cooperatives
such as cleaning services in hospitals, distribution services in coop-
eratives’ commercial stock centres, gardening and greening of parks.
Recently JWCU began to create construction cooperatives in Kobe
after the Great Earthquake in the beginning of 1995 and a few elderly
persons’cooperatives aimingat self help for theagedand to expandjoint-
works of welfare servicewithother social service entities in cooperation
with public authorities. Gilsanz (1997) analysed coherently the JWCU
from its origin to the challenge in social service sector.

3.1.6 The movement of workers’ collectives

The Japanese workers’ collectives movement started at the
beginning of the 1980s when the Seikatsu Club consumer cooperatives
group intended to establish their unique goods deposit centre insteadof
running retail shops. At that moment, it was not possible to receive
admission to the register as a commercial entity, so they created a sort
of workers’collective modelled on aworkers’collective in the USA.

As in that of the USA, the Japanese workers’collectives movement
has also a characteristic of a social movement and they assert them-
selves as an alternative to the established cooperative system. So they
seem to dislike applying the name‘cooperative’and prefer the name‘col-
lective’which implies the sovereignty of the individual.

Over the decade, many workers’collectives were born, especially
in the cities. There were 256 workers’ collectives with a total of 6,927
workers and 6300 million yen of sales in 1993.

Their main business ¢elds range from welfare services, social
services (such as catering, nursery and publication) to food processing
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workshops. Recently, their activities are developing in social welfare
services accompanying the aging of society.

The average number of members per collective is only about ten.
Their ¢nancial situation would have not been stable without help from
the Seikatsu Club consumer cooperative unionwhich started the citizen
bank (Shimin Ginko) to aid them ¢nancially.

3.2 Mutual insurance entities

There are two types of mutual aid system in Japan: the public
system and the private system. Historically the national mutual aid
system has developed as a pension fund system and a medical care
system. Complementally, cooperatives emerged as mutual aid services
for the members who belong to cooperatives or trade unions.

In Japan, according to the Insurance Act of 1900, the insurance
business was allowed only to private insurance companies. Before the
Second World War, the industrial cooperation (multipurpose agricul-
tural cooperative) opened insurance divisions in the form of private
insurance companies. The ¢rst insurance division of a cooperative
was started in 1941. But this company could not satisfy the need of
members for life insurance because that cooperative was limited to
the insurance of losses. Confronting the scarcity of living materials
and social security in Japan’s society after Second World War, many
cooperatives and trade unions in both private sector and public sector
organized mutual aid divisions.

3.2.1 JAmutual organizations

JA mutual organizations controlled by the Japanese Agricultural
Cooperative Union form the second largest company in the insurance
market. JA mutual organizations provide services for their farmer
members including pre health care service, social services for elderly,
tra⁄c insurance, disaster ambulance services and leisure/tourism
facilities.

The role of the mutual aid service provided by JA agricultural
cooperatives is to realize the farmers’ need which can not be satis¢ed
by private insurance companies under the national social insurance
system. JA mutual organizations also lease credit loans to farmers
with relatively low interest. The loyalty of members of JA mutual
organizations has derived from the fact that they give a more total
insurance cover than private companies. The private companies have
been urged to reduce insurance fees to cope with JA. So JA has
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provided good competition to the private sector. On the other hand, it
is a serious question whether JA seeks to develop as a social economy
organization or to transform substantially into a sort of private
insurance company.

3.2.2 Zenrosai: The National Federation of Workers and Consumers
Insurance Cooperatives.

Zenrosai is an insurance cooperative established in 1954 in
accordance with the Consumer Cooperative Law, originally as a ¢re
insurance business promoted by the Osaka workers mutual aid
cooperative.Total sales in 1993 reached 382 trillion yen and 30 million
contracts. At the same time Zenrosai had 12.8 million members.

Zenrosai was born from trade unions and still now depends on
them for much of its business, but it also gathers individual members.
This membership is di¡erent to that of JA mutual organizations.
Zenrosai has issued a general insurance for citizens named ‘Kokumin-
Kyosai’ (National mutual insurance). It ranges from life, tra⁄c accident
to ¢re insurance. This type of insurance provided by Zenrosai has put
emphasis on the worker in general rather than on the trade union
members.This type of insurance is welcomed by the people who belong
to middle and lower classes. It is cheap and has high cost performance
withcompetitiveness against private insurance. However, this case also
has a contradiction about whether it should seek to be a social
orientated business and keep with the cooperative spirit or become
pro¢t orientated like a private insurance company.

3.3 Labour unions and the social economy

Almost all labour unions in Japan are enterprise unions and 80
per cent of them take a union shop system that has a duty of joining all
employees in the company. In 1988, 12,090,000 workers were unionized,
that is a rate of unionization of 22.4 per cent for all employed people
(53,910,000).The rate of unionization which was 35 per cent by 1975 has
been falling yearly. It is low in the small and medium enterprises.
Japanese Labour Union (Rengo) has organized seven million members
and National Confederation of Trade Union (Zen-Roren,) has organized
about 1.4 millionworkers.Though these labour unions have a strategyof
confrontation, they face di⁄culties in their struggle against structural
change in the labour market in recent years. For example, according to
theWhite Book of the Labour Ministry, increase of part time workers
from the year of 1986 over 1997 is three times that of regular full time
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workers. Part-time workers represent 21.1 per cent of the labour force
and 35.9 per cent of female labour force.

On the other hand, the over 60 year old person ratio has increased
yearly. It was 13.4 per cent of labour force in 1997. One observes also the
increase of foreignworkers (with a regular registration, approximately
600,000 in 1998) under disadvantageous working conditions. Gradually
the unemployment rate is also increasing.

A report of Nikkeiren (The Japanese Federation of Employers’
Association) proposed a new employment system that suggests a con-
version of the traditional Japanese management of lifetime employment
and long experience ranking to introduce positivelya personal contract
based on new labour relations, de¢ning three employment types,
namely, employment of skilled people with a long contract, employment
of specialists and semi skilled people with wage based on ability, and
temporary or £exible employment.

In this context, labour unions also must change their strategy.
They have to move from the inside labour market to cooperation with
the outside labour market in order to survive and to promote social
welfare and social solidarity. As members of a labour union, workers
are changing their mentality : ‘my company’or ‘a company is a family’
is replaced by ‘their company’or ‘company should be a social existence’.
In fact, some labour unions have started ¢nancial and technical
support for the experiment of social entrepreneurs by unemployed
workers and young people. A movement like this shows a possibility of
links with the labour union movement and the social economy sector in
the future.

3.4 Social service NPOs

In the ¢eld of medicare, health and social services, NPOs have
increased recently. They represent 41.7 per cent of the total number of
the entities and they employ 56.3 per cent of the fulltime employees. In
this ¢eld NPOs had surpassed public social service by the end of the
1980s. On the other hand, many private social service companies have
come into this ¢eld with high quality care service for the elderly. The
welfare NPOs are classi¢ed into ¢ve types according to the ¢nancial
process: (1) administrative control; (2) dependant as subsidiaries from
local governments; (3) semi administrative control for management; (4)
mutual aid; (5) independent with self ¢nancing resources and capital
contribution; cooperative; and social welfare council.

There are over 2,000 workshop centres (Kyoto-Sagyosho) for the
disabled. Many of them were established by the parents and associates
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of the disabled persons in the community. Even though receiving some
¢nancial aid from local government, workshops earn money themselves
by performing various jobs, including part assembly, waste recycling
and they pay wages to the disabled workers.

3.5 The social welfare council as quasi public social service centre

The social welfare council (Shakyo) is organized at each level
of governmental administration: village, town, city, prefecture and
national level.Thenumberof Shakyohas reached 3,373units nationwide.

The Shakyo system started in 1951 in accordance with the Social
Welfare Working Act, depends on donations. Their human resources
were supplied by local authorities. In 1962, the programme of Shakyo
was according to the law based on the principle of the sovereignty of
inhabitants, but, in reality, there were many obstacles derived from
the vertical control. After the ¢rst oil crisis at the end of the 1970s, the
position of the Shakyos became important. They began to take on
functions of cooperation between public and private sectors in social
services, aiming at the dual merits of privatization of public social
service, and cheap budgets supported by voluntary workers.

In 1989, the Japanese government promulgated a ‘Ten years plan
for elderly welfare’ (so called ‘Gold Plan’) towards a welfare society. It
de¢ned the Shakyos as leading working entities. The Shakyos are
private NPOs, but, some of them tend to be welfare organizations with
the participation of inhabitants.

3.6 The development of nonpro¢t and voluntary organizations

The great earthquake which occurred in Kobe Prefecture in
January 1995 gave great impact to mobilizing large numbers of
volunteers to rescue and care for the victims. More than 1.5 million
volunteers nationwide participated.

It used to be said that Japanese people are not familiar with
voluntary activity because of the weakness of such a tradition in the
community and the dependency on the government and bureaucracy.
However various buds of voluntary activities have occurred in the
form of NGOs and NPOs since the beginning of the 1990s, centring on
social welfare and aid for developing countries and peace actions.We
can see the possibility of a new era in Japanese voluntary activity
beginning with the response to the great earthquake in Kobe.
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Most voluntaryorganizations inJapan arenowmanagedby unpaid
volunteers and operated on a small ¢nancial scale. The Japanese
Parliament promulgated a new ‘NPO Act’ in January 1999, to certify
NPOs as juridical persons for civic and public interest, but without
any tax exemptions. Although the basic scheme is not su⁄cient in
comparison to the similar acts in European countries, this Act is the
¢rst legislative recognition for the NPOs by the public authorities in
Japan.

According to the Law, the activities of the registered NPOs are as
follows;

1. Activities to promote health, medical care, or welfare;

2. Activities to promote social education;

3. Activities to promote community development;

4. Activities to promote culture, the arts, or sports;

5. Activities to protect the environment;

6. Disaster-relief activities;

7. Activities to ensure community safety;

8. Activities to protect human rights or promote peace;

9. International cooperation activities.
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Table 6 – Composition of active population
in NPOs (1991) in (1000 persons)

Number %

Total 4056 100

Philanthropy 2692 54

medical 986 24

education 537 13

welfare 384 9

academic 23 1

religion 262 6

Others 1864 46

production 185 5

transportation 68 2

retail 278 7

financial, insurance 365 9

cooperative 429 11

politic, culture 210 5

others 329 8

Source: Tomizawa, Kawaguchi, Ishizuka et al.,1997, ‘Theory

of and reality of the NonProfit and Co-operative Sector’.
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The ¢rst obstacle for the development of the NPOs is a tax burden,
even though some NPOs tentatively have received as a public interest
entity the advantage of the deduction of both the corporate tax and
the interest allocation tax in the income tax.

The second obstacle is a lack of training system for human
resources in the NPOs. Professional skills and the ability of profes-
sional management are a must to develop NPO activities. Many
idealistic volunteers are plunging into the NPO movement, but the
Japanese Employment System has prevented employees from a stable
commitment of specialists in the NPO labour market. Recently some
big private companies have introduced a volunteers’ holiday system
for the employees. Few employees, however, have chosen to use this
system, because of a fear that they would be at a disadvantage in
comparison to their colleagues in terms of their career if they took a
voluntary holiday. In order to open the door for the NPO movement,
the basic scheme of the labour market and the Japanese management
system must change in favour of the community and civic life. The
personnel exchange between NPOs and private companies would be
another important factor to develop civic community in Japan.

The third obstacle is the low level of the management skill in
NPOs. Therefore, NPOs must promote their network to accumulate
know-how on management.

The new wave of the NPO movement should also join with
traditional pseudo NPOs such as public interest entities (juridical per-
sons), school entities and social welfare entities. Japanese foundations
do not have an important role in this sector in comparison especially
with the USA.There is a need for two types of foundation to participate
in voluntary activities in Japan: company-based and community-based.
The former is suitable for company philanthropy, but in this case the
independence of the foundation from the company property should be
indispensable.The latter are emergingas a new type receiving donations
from individuals and private companies.

4 The future of the social economy sector inJapan

4.1 Co-operative organizations

The social economy sector inJapanwould be revealed simplyas an
idealistic episodewith onlya theoretical value, if it cannot gain socially
meaningful weight. The role of the cooperative organizations in the
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social economy in Japan has been bigger than other associated sectors:
mutual, associations or nonpro¢t organizations.

The ¢rst task of the cooperative organizations as a leader of the
social economy sector is to organize and mobilize a large number of
individuals to participate in a social network system. The cooperative
sector can reorganize a socially disconnected community into an asso-
ciation of individuals who have a social orientation.We can describe
cooperative value as ‘an association of people bound to each other
voluntarily’. This is a positive value. The big scale of the consumer
cooperative movement covering the needs of consumers and citizens’
life issues is a successful example.

As mentioned above, Japanese consumer cooperatives succeeded
in a reorganization based on a unique ‘Han’ (small group of consumer
members) system during the 1970s. This ‘Han’ system has its merit in
helping to realize members’ needs in the changing situation of
consumers’daily life.

The second task of cooperatives, especially the consumer coop-
eratives is to develop clear and proper management methods. The
competitive supermarket industry has been urging consumer coopera-
tives to settle on a few big scale stores and to improve its cooperative
management skill.The current situationof the agricultural cooperatives
is more critical than consumer ones. They also are being urged to up-
grade their management methods to reconstruct their identity as truly
independent cooperatives. For example, agricultural cooperatives
su¡ered from legitimate accusations of incompetence due to members’
losses during a critical situation of the housing loan companies’
scandal. In 1996, agricultural cooperatives payed 530 billion yen (about
US$5 billion) as a liquidation burden, even though their total burden
was 5.5 trillion yen, to the government. 30 of the 47 prefectural credit
federations of agricultural cooperatives (Shinren) fell into the red in
1995.

Traditionally the agricultural cooperatives have enjoyed state
donations.This has supported their political power as a sort of pressure
group. Consequently agricultural cooperatives have had to accept state
control for their privatization plan. In order to survive as a true
cooperative, agricultural cooperatives are now deciding whether they
will select a way to their authentic place in the social economy or opt
for privatization in the near future.

The third task of the cooperatives is to contribute to the
community in which they live.To resolve contemporary citizens’ issues
such as the aging of society, the preservation of the environment and
natural resources, structuralunemployment, the rise of civicmovements
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and so on. For example, many types of cooperatives including forest
worker, agricultural, consumer, ¢shery can work together to improve
the water environment problem systematically. For the care of elderly,
consumer, agricultural and workers’ service cooperatives can also
gather to develop in-house care by volunteers and in-facility care by
professional social workers.

It is clear that the conception of an integral networko¡ered by the
social economy should be a good device to promote intercooperation
among the various types of cooperatives in Japan.This is a worthwhile
aim.There already exists the JCC (Japanese Cooperative Council) as a
liaison organization to the ICA. The JCC has no intention to be
responsible for domestic intercooperation practice. Therefore grass-
roots cooperatives should promote intercooperation in their geopolitical
dimension. Agricultural cooperatives must ¢nd their positive role in
this process if they wish to maintain their identity as truly cooperative
organizations. Nakagawa (2000) noted that established cooperatives in
Japan become old fashioned, so that they cannot catch up with
members’ needs. They must change their priority to the development
of the well being of people in the community.

4.2 The future of worker cooperatives and collectives

The recent evolution of Japanese worker cooperatives and worker
collectives has depended on several economic factors.We can explain
economic factors, such as the development of the service industry, the
worsening of the environmental situation, increasing unemployment,
the evolution of new needs of workers including the quality of job.
Other factors include the fall of the state controlled socialist economic
order in the Communist Bloc.

As social factors, ¢rst of all, we can stress the phenomenon of the
collapsing of the traditional family concept and community as a base of
society. In Japan this takes one form as so called company-ism which
has been destroying gradually the relations among persons in the
family and in the community by obliging adult males to spend most of
their waking hours at work.

As a political factor, there exists the failure of the welfare state
policy. Governmental social policy is claiming that the state should
not shoulder total responsibility on welfare for individuals, families,
communities and intermediate entities.

As a cultural factor, we can see the change of citizens’ value with
regard to the quality of life. People have begun to think that there is less
value in gaining a¥uent goods and products, but more in gaining
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leisure time and building relationships. The humanization of labour
also is considered as the way toward the self realization of individuals.

Having these backgrounds, Japanese worker cooperatives have
to develop their strategies to gain in£uence on the social agenda to
enforce the ‘market share’ of the social economy sector. To do so,
cooperatives need to cooperate with public authorities by advocating
the character of ‘general interest’ and ‘public interest’ as priorities for
the State.They need the government to lead establishing newandbetter
legislation for worker cooperatives.

4.3 Solidarityof various self help groups and mutual aid organizations
in the local community

The solidarity among the various types of cooperatives and NPOs
should be amiable.The grass roots’movement appeared graduallyat the
end of the 1960s. For example, Japanese Labour Safety Banks (Rokin)
and Labour Housing Cooperatives (Jyutaku-seikyo) were initiated by
the trade union movement in order to promote workers’ social welfare
by themselves. Other examples including civic movements providing
community nursery services with parent volunteers, after-school child
care services, disabled persons’ workshops also began to emerge in
Japan in the same period. Kitazawa (1999) said the feminist movement
and aids for the third world people are good examples of the social
economy sector in Japan. These movements were euphemistically
considered as a realization of the ‘welfare state system’, though it had
little to do with other systems of that name. However, the dichotomy of
the state sector and the private sector has not done enough to realize
social needs. So, it is important that NPOs and other components in
the social economy sector work together. Utilizing Pesto¡’s welfare
mixed triangle scheme, Nakamura (1999) showed the third sector
scheme between the public sector, the private sector and the community
sector. He stressed NPOs as a social device for indigenous development
of the community.

First of all, cooperating and communicating among organizations
is needed in the ¢eld of the social economy. Exchanging information
concretely and accumulating data by means of computer networking
will be an important tool in the future.

Secondly, it is necessary to create ¢nancial mutual aid systems
among organizations in the social economy. For example, Eitai Credit
Union in Tokyo is developing a pilot plan of inter cooperative ¢nancial
aid for social economy entrepreneurs in the district, such as female
worker cooperatives/collectives and small size social orientating
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enterprises. For example, Eitai Credit Union will make a loan to a
candidate, consulting with a NPO business promotion entity, with the
security of a paper written by the candidate on his/her business
motivation. A mortgage is a case of human con¢dence.

In this case, the social motivation of the entrepreneurs is credit
leasing.To construct a social economy ¢nancial network, it is necessary
to convincenot onlycooperative ¢nancial organizationsbut alsoprivate
banks and governmental ¢nancial institutions to o¡er recognition for
socially oriented business.

On the other hand, experiments of Local Currency or Local
Exchange Trading System (LETS) are promoted in about 30 local
communities. This experiment is called ‘Eco-money’ in Japanese;
namely it has mixed allusion to ecology, community economy and
money. This community development programme is initiated by local
town governments or NPOs, in accordance with the di¡erence of the
starting motivation such as to revitalize a community, to develop
community business or to promote welfare services for inhabitants.
They established the Eco-money Network by utilizing the Internet.1
The basic idea of these experiments is learned from LETS invented in
Canada, Wir Bank in Switzerland, Stamp currency in the USA and
Equitable Labour exchange and Labour Note planned by Robert
Owen, etc. This experiment has a big possibility to contribute to
community development by the mixed initiatives.

Thirdly, to develop the social economy sector in Japan, the
political system needs renovation of its administrative process and of
the method of local government. Many progressive local governments
were born during the late 1960s and the early 1970s.This developed the
grass roots power to promote social welfare services and education.
This season of political and social reform, however, essentially
depended on the bloom of economic success during the same period.
Those welfare services soon faced ¢nancial problems because they
were implemented by local governments which had small powers of
taxation. Today, even though central government is also facing the
crisis of its social policy and its incomplete welfare state, the
government is proposing only two options, namely the governments
should give priority either to industrial policy based on a logic of
privatization or to social welfare policy based on bureaucratic logic.
Neither central government nor local authorities can resolve citizens’
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needs, adapting development policies for the activities of the for-pro¢t
companies while cutting subsidies for social provisions. The most
important and useful alternative to resolve a deadlock of ¢scal policy
and social policy by the governments is to develop the social economy
sector, utilizing human and natural resources, inherited from a
cultural tradition in the community.

A juridical entity for the public interest is de¢ned by article 34 of
the Civic Code.This category covers many nonpro¢t organizations like
religious entities, private schools, social welfare entities, medical care
organizations, cooperatives and trade unions. They have received the
advantage of a corporate tax and an income tax of 27 per cent in
comparison to 37.5 per cent for corporate companies in general.
Approximately 45 per cent of 24,000 juridical persons for the public
interest can be evaluated as public interest oriented corporations or
associations.

5 Conclusions

There are many organizations and entities which have potential
to convert and join the social economy sector in Japan. The concept of
a social economy is not still popular in Japan.We need to clarify the
position of the social economy in the national economy and its positive
role to develop the labour market and social demands. Cooperatives
especially must endeavour to construct a network organization as a
leading sector in order to associate all types of autonomous and not
for pro¢t organizations. In this context, theoretical analysis utilizing
concepts such as stakeholder, corporate governance, community busi-
ness, social enterprise, quasi-public goods and service, the relations
among contractors, supplier and client must be done more rigidly in
accordance with the character of each organization.

Incidentally, the public elderly care insurance system which
started fully from April 2000 will be an important test case for the
social economy sector in Japan to become potential factors of a new
economic sector and of a new social movement in Japan.

In order to develop the social economy sector in Japan, we need
some positive measures. From the legislative point of view, it is
important to establish new laws or regulations for a new model called
‘social mission enterprise’. For example, communitybusiness enterprise,
worker cooperative and social cooperativewill be good candidates of the
legislative name. Additionally, it is necessary to classify newconcepts of
labour forms such as associated worker in a worker cooperative and
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temporary worker in the social service sector in the Social SecurityAct
and LabourAct.

From the economic point of view, we must underline democracy in
the social enterprise, because democracy is sometimes valued as a
trade-o¡ factor against e⁄ciency in a company. Kawaguchi (1999)
pointed out three important factors for the management of NPOs and
cooperative organizations: the clari¢cation of its mission, the analysis
of marketing and client needs, the participation in decision making.
The ideas of stakeholder and corporate governance are good lessons
for management theory of the social economy enterprise. Without
having good management technology, including a debate on pro¢t
distribution, the business by the social economy sector could not
survive as a going concern.

From the social point of view, promoting citizen participation in
the community activities through NPOs, cooperatives and community
business enterprises must be vitalized in cooperationwith the other two
sectors (public and private). The advantage of cooperation between
di¡erent sectors for providing welfare services and realizing social
solidarity in the community must become common understanding for
all people in the society. The problems of social exclusion, existence of
marginal people and immigrants has not yet become a big concern in
Japan. However these issues will be important in the near future.

From the political point of view, we must persuade politicians and
trade union activists of the positive role of the social economy sector in
order to develop social policyand labour policy integrally in a Japanese
type of welfare state and welfare society.
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Le secteur de l’e¤ conomie sociale auJapon

Le secteur de l’e¤ conomie sociale est un nouvel arrivant dans la socie¤ te¤
japonaise. S’inspirant de deux expe¤ riences et the¤ ories de¤ rive¤ es du concept
europe¤ en d’e¤ conomie sociale et du concept ame¤ ricain d’organisation
nonpro¢t, le secteur de l’e¤ conomie sociale se de¤ veloppe au Japon sous le
nom de secteur coope¤ ratif et nonpro¢t. L’impact du libe¤ ralisme sur les
politiques publiques et sociales a conduit a' une modi¢cation des relations
traditionnelles entre secteurs public et prive¤ et a' la cre¤ ation d’un nouveau
ro“ le pour le secteur de l’e¤ conomie sociale. Ne¤ anmoins, il n’y a pas d’image
claire du secteur; les besoins ¢nanciers des pouvoirs publics et les besoins
sociaux des citoyens, en particulier en matie' re de se¤ curite¤ sociale et de
soins de sante¤ , ont fait du secteur de l’e¤ conomie sociale une alternative
pour o¡rir de meilleurs services.
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Der sozialwirtschaftliche Sektor inJapan

Der sozialwirtschaftliche Sektor ist eine Neuheit in der japanischen
Gesellschaft. Auf der Grundlage von zwei Experimenten und Theorien,
die vom europa« ischen Konzept der Sozialwirtschaft und vom amerikan-
ischenKonzept derNonpro¢t-Organisation abgeleitet sind, entwickelt sich
der japanischeWeg der Integration eines sozialwirtschaftlichen Sektors
unter dem Namen Nonpro¢t- und Genossenschaftssektor. Der Wandel
der Sozialpolitik und der staatlichen Politik unter dem Ein£uss des
neuen Liberalismus hat es erforderlich werden lassen, die traditionellen
Beziehungen zwischen dem o« ¡entlichen Sektor und privaten Sektoren zu
vera« ndern und eine neue Rolle fu« r einen sozialwirtschaftlichen Sektor zu
scha¡en. Obwohl es keine klareVorstellung von diesem Sektor gibt, haben
sowohl die ¢nanziellen Erfordernisse der o« ¡entlichenVerwaltungen als
auch die sozialen Erfordernisse der Bu« rger und Nutzer, insbesondere
im System der sozialen Sicherheit und der medizinischen Versorgung,
den sozialwirtschaftlichen Sektor zu einer Alternative gemacht, um ein
besseres Dienstleistungsangebot zu realisieren.

El sector de la econom|¤ a social enJapo¤ n

El sector de la econom|¤ a social es un recie¤ n llegado en la sociedad
japonesa. Se inspira en las teor|¤ as derivadas del concepto europeo de
econom|¤ a social y en el concepto americano de organizacio¤ n no lucrativa.
El sector de la econom|¤ a social se desarrolla en Japo¤ n bajo el nombre del
sector cooperativo yno lucrativo. El impacto del liberalismo enlas pol|¤ ticas
pu¤ blicas y sociales a conducido a una modi¢cacio¤ n de las relaciones
tradicionales entre los sectores pu¤ blico y privado y a la creacio¤ n de un
nuevo papel para el sector de la econom|¤ a social. Sin embargo, no hay una
imagen clara del sector; lasnecesidades¢nancierasdelos poderes pu¤ blicos
y las necesidades sociales de los ciudadanos, particularmente en materia
de seguridad social y de asistencia sanitaria, han hecho del sector de la
econom|¤ a social una alternativa para ofrecer mejores servicios.
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